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THE BOUNDARY OF THE MILNOR FIBRE OF CERTAIN
NON{ISOLATED SINGULARITIES
ANDRAS NEMETHI AND GERG}O PINTER
Abstract. Let  : (C2; 0) ! (C3; 0) be a nitely determined complex analytic germ
and let (ff = 0g; 0) be the reduced equation of its image, a non{isolated hypersurface
singularity. We provide the plumbing graph of the boundary of the Milnor ber of f from
the double{point{geometry of .
1. Introduction
The Milnor ber of an isolated hypersurface surface singularity is well studied and it
is rather well understood. It has the homotopy type of a bouquet of 2{spheres, it is an
oriented smooth 4{manifold whose boundary is dieomorphic with the link of the singular
germ and also with the boundary of (any) resolution of the germ [13]. This boundary is a
plumbed 3{manifold and one can take as a plumbing graph any of the resolution graphs. It
is the basic bridge between the Milnor ber and the resolution (both of them being complex
analytic llings of it), and this way produces several nice formulas connecting the invariants
of these llings. Here primarily we think about formulas of Laufer [5] or Durfee [3] and
their generalizations, see e.g. [27].
For non{isolated hypersurface singularities in (C3; 0) the situation is more complicated.
First of all, the link of the germ is not smooth, hence the boundary of the Milnor ber
cannot be isomorphic with it. Moreover, a (any) resolution is in fact the resolution of the
normalization (which might contain considerable less information than what one needs in
order to recover the Milnor ber F , or the Milnor ber boundary @F ), see e.g. [25, 22]. For
example (see the present article), it can happen that the normalization is smooth, while
@F is rather complicated. However, the boundary of the Milnor ber is still a plumbed 3{
manifold, and one expects that its plumbing graph codies considerable information about
the germ. @F can be obtained by surgery of two pieces: one of them is the boundary of the
resolution of the normalization, the other one is related with the transversal singularities
associated with the singular curves of the hypersurface singularity [25, 22, 11]. In particular,
the boundary of the Milnor ber plays the same crucial role as in the isolated singularity
case (in fact, it is the unique object in this case, which might fulll this role): it is the
rst step in the description of the Milnor ber, and it is the bridge in the direction of the
resolution and the transversal types of the components of the singular locus.
[22] presents a general algorithm, which provides the boundary of the Milnor ber @F for
any non{isolated hypersurface singularity in (f 1(0); 0)  (C3; 0). However, this algorithm
uses (some information from) the embedded resolution of this pair, hence it is rather tech-
nical and in concrete examples is rather computational. Therefore, for particular families
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of singularities it is preferable to nd more direct description of the plumbing graph of
@F directly from the peculiar intrinsic geometry of the germ. For several examples in the
literature see e.g. [22] (homogeneous singularities, cylinders of plane curves, f = zf 0(x; y),
f = f 0(xayb; z)), [26] (f = g(x; y) + zh(x; y)); or for other classes consult also [12] and [1].
In this note we assume that (f 1(0); 0) is the image of a nitely determined complex an-
alytic germ  : (C2; 0)! (C3; 0). This means that  is a generic immersion o the origin,
cf. [28, 16]. The main result of the article provides the plumbing graph of @F , as a surgery,
starting from the embedded resolution graph of the double points (D; 0)  (C2; 0). The
needed additional pieces, which will be glued to this primary object correspond to certain
ber bundles over S1 with bers the local Milnor ber of the transversal singularity type
(and monodromy the corresponding vertical monodromy). The surgery itself is character-
ized by some homologically determined integers combined with the newly dened `vertical
index' associated with the irreducible components of the singular locus of f 1(0).
We believe that the present method can serve as a prototype for further more general
families as well.
The structure of the article is the following. In Section 2 we introduce the notations, in
Section 3 we describe by several characterizations the surgery pieces associated with the
components of the singular locus. In Section 4 we describe the gluing, while the last section
contains several concrete examples (the families are taken from the Mond's list of simple
germs [16]).
Below Znhgi denotes the cyclic group of order n generated by g. We write @xif instead
of @f=@xi.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Let  : (C2; 0) ! (C3; 0) be a complex analytic germ singular only at the origin. We
assume that  is nitely determined. This happens exactly when  is a generic immersion
o the origin, that is, o the origin it has only single and double values and at each double
value the intersection of the two smooth branches is transversal, cf. [28, Theorem 2.1] or
[16, Corollary 1.5].
Write (X; 0) := (im(); 0) and let f : (C3; 0)! (C; 0) be the reduced equation of (X; 0).
Note that (X; 0) is a non-isolated hypersurface singularity, except when  is a regular map
(see [21]). We denote by (; 0) = (@x1f; @x2f; @x3f)
 1(0)  (C3; 0) the reduced singular
locus of (X; 0) (which equals the closure of the set of double values of ), and by (D; 0) the
reduced double point curve  1()  (C2; 0). (In fact, the nite determinacy of the germ
 is equivalent with the fact that the double point curve is reduced; see e.g. [10].)
Let B6 be the {ball in C3 centered at the origin, and S5 its boundary ( 2 R>0). Then
for  suciently small (B6 ; 0) is a Milnor ball for the pair (; 0)  (X; 0), and, furthermore,
B := 
 1(B6 ) is a (non{metric) C1 ball in (C2; 0), which might serve as a Milnor ball for
(D; 0), cf. [7]. We set S3 =  1(S5 ) = @B, dieomorphic to S3, and we treat it as the
usual Milnor{ball boundary 3{sphere. Recall that the immersion associated with  at the
level of local neighbourhood boundaries is jS3 : S3 ! S5 [21].
2.2. Components and links of  and D. Let   S5 be the link of . It is exactly
the set of double values of jS3 . Let L =  1()  S3 denote the set of double points
of jS3 , that is, L  S3 is the link of D. Assume that the reduced equation of D is
d : (C2; 0) ! (C; 0), whose irreducible decomposition is d = li=1di. The irreducible
components of D are denoted by (Di; 0) = d
 1
i (0) and their link components in L by Li,
1  i  l. D is equipped with an involution  : D ! D which pairs the double points.
jL induces a permutation (pairing)  of f1; 2; : : : ; lg, such that (Li) = L(i). Moreover,
jL : L!  is a double covering with (Li) = (L(i)). If i = (i) for some i, then jLi is
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a nontrivial double covering of its image, while above the other components the covering is
trivial. Let J be the set of pairs fi; (i)g (1  i  l), it is the index set of the components
of ; they will be denoted by fjgj2J .
All link components are considered with their natural orientations.
2.3. The embedded resolution of (D; 0)  (C2; 0). Let  : (fC2; E) ! (C2; 0) be a
good embedded resolution of (D; 0), E =  1(0) the reduced exceptional curve,
S
v2V Ev the
irreducible components of E, each dieomorphic to CP1 intersecting each other transversally.
Let ev 2 Z denote the self{intersection number of Ev in fC2. Clearly ev < 0 for all v.
We denote the strict transform (d  ) 1(0) nE  fC2 of D by ~D, and its components by
~Di, 1  i  l. Each ~Di intersects (transversally) only one exceptional component, say Ev(i).
The total transform of Di is the divisor div(di  ) = v2Vmi(v)  Ev + ~Di, where the
multiplicity mi(v) 2 Z>0 is the vanishing order of di   along Ev.
Let   be the embedded resolution graph of (D; 0)  (C2; 0) associated with the resolution
. The strict transforms f ~Digli=1 will be codied (as usual) by arrowhead vertexes faigli=1.
The multiplicities mi(v) (v 2 V , 1  i  l) are determined by   via the identities (see
e.g. [4, 20])
(2.3.1) v2Vmi(v)(Ev  Ew) + ( ~Di  Ew) = 0 for all w 2 V .
3. The manifold Y
In the construction of the boundary of the Milnor ber we will need a special 3{manifold
with torus boundary. Its several realizations and properties will be discussed in this section.
In the sequel S1 (as the boundary of the unit disc of C) and the real interval I := [ 1; 1]
are considered with their natural orientations;  denotes the complex conjugation of C.
3.1. The denition of Y . Consider the Z2{action on S1S1I dened by the involution
(x; y; z) 7! ( x; y; z), and dene Y as the factor
(3.1.1) Y =
S1  S1  I
(x; y; z)  ( x; y; z) :
Y is a 3{manifold with a boundary dieomorphic with S1  S1. The projections to
dierent components provide dierent `realizations' of Y .
(1) The projection to the rst coordinate x gives a bration
(3.1.2)
S1  I ! Y
#
S1
where the base space S1 = S1=fx   xg is parametrized by x2, and the monodromy
dieomorphism S1  I ! S1  I over the base space is (y; z) 7! (y; z).
(2) The projection to the rst two coordinates (x; y) realizes Y as the total space of a
bration
(3.1.3)
I ! Y
#
K
with ber I and base space K := (S1  S1)=f(x; y)  ( x; y)g, the Klein bottle. The
factorization S1  S1 ! K is the orientation double cover of K. In particular, the bration
(3.1.3) is the segment bundle of the orientation line bundle of K, hence the orientation
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double cover of K is realized also by the restriction of the bundle map to the boundary
@Y  S1  S1.
(3) The projection to the (x; z) coordinates realizes Y as the total space of a bration
(3.1.4)
S1 ! Y
#
M
over the base space M := (S1  I)=f(x; z)  ( x; z)g, the Mobius band. In this way, Y
appears as the tangent circle bundle of M, i.e. as the sub{bundle of the tangent bundle
TM consisting of unit tangent vectors. This follows from the fact that both circle bundles
have the same monodromy map along the midline of M, namely S1 ! S1, y 7! y.
(4) The projection to the (y; z) coordinates realizes Y as the total space of a projection
(3.1.5)
S1 ! Y
#
D2
to the base space (S1  I)=f(y; z)  (y; z)g, the 2{disc D2. Although the involution
(y; z) 7! (y; z) has two x points ( 1; 0) and (1; 0), the factor D2 can be smoothed.
However, the projection Y ! D2 is not a locally trivial bration: it is a Seifert bration
with two exceptional bers sitting above ( 1; 0) and (1; 0). We will refer to this S1{bration
as the canonical Seifert bration of Y .
The Seifert invariants of the exceptional bers can be calculated as in p. 307 of [23]. The
two exceptional bers of the canonical Seifert bration (3.1.5) can be seen in the projection
(3) as well: they correspond to the tangent vectors of the midline. On the other hand, a
generic orbit consists of those unit tangent vectors of M, which form non{zero angle 
(with  xed) with the midline. Thus, a generic ber in a neighbourhood of an exceptional
ber goes around twice and both Seifert invariants are (2; 1). Hence, cf. [23], a plumbing
graph of Y is:
s ss

HHH
[0; 1]
 2
 2
Here [0; 1] denotes a genus 0 core-space with one disc removed. The Euler number of the
S1-bundle corresponding to the middle vertex is irrelevant, the resulted 3-manifolds with
boundary are dieomorphic with each other (hence with Y too). However, the restriction of
the canonical Seifert bration to @Y ' S1S1 determines an S1{bration of the boundary.
Moreover, Y admits a unique closed Seifert 3{manifold Y , from which Y can be obtained
by omitting a tubular neighborhood of a generic bre (that is, Y is obtained by extending
the bration of @Y to an S1{bration without any new special Seifert bers. In this way
there is a canonical choice for the Euler number of the `middle' vertex, which is the `middle'
Euler number of the plumbing graph of Y . We will calculate it below. Using this Euler
number, the graph also determines a parametrization (framing) of @Y ' S1  S1.
3.2. Homotopical properties of Y . In order to understand better the structure of Y
we consider its fundamental domain (in coordinates (s; t; z)):
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where s 2 [0; ], t 2 [ ; ] and z 2 I = [ 1; 1]. The original coordinates are x = esi and
y = eti. Then Y is obtained by the following identication of the sides of the cube:
(0; t; z)  (; t; z) and (s; ; z)  (s; ; z).
The boundary is
@Y =
[0; ] [ ; ] f 1; 1g
(0; t;1)  (; t;1); (s; ;1)  (s; ;1) ' S
1  S1.
The S1-action determining the canonical Seifert bration (3.1.5) is induced by the transla-
tion along the s{axis. The exceptional bers are
 = f(s; ; 0) j s 2 [0; ]g = f(s; ; 0) j s 2 [0; ]g and  = f(s; 0; 0) j s 2 [0; ]g.
Any xed (t; z) =2 f(0; 0); (; 0)g determines a generic bre in the form
f(s; t; z) j s 2 [0; ]g [ f(s; t; z) j s 2 [0; ]g,
where (0;t;z) are glued together with (;t;z). For example, c = c1 [ c2  @Y is a
generic bre.
The base space D2 of the canonical Seifert-bration can be represented as
f0g  [ ; ] [ 1; 0]
(0; ; z)  (0; ; z) , (0; t; 0)  (0; t; 0) .
Its boundary is the class of m, a circle.
Next, we describe the fundamental group and the homology of Y . Y is homotopically
equivalent with the Klein bottle K. Let us choose the base point P0 = (0; ; 0). Both four
vertexes of the rectangle representing K represents P0. Thus the fundamental group of Y
can be presented as
(3.2.1) 1(Y ) = h;  j      = i,
where  and  denote also the class of  and  in 1(Y ) = 1(K); cf. with the description
(2) from 3.1). A more precise description can be given via the next diagrams, provided by
the fz = 0g subspace of Y (which can be identied with K).
-
6
-?


 -

-
6
-?


 
6

-
6
-
6


 
Hj

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The rst diagram shows homological cycles. In order to rewrite the fundamental group, let
 be the closed path shown in the second diagram by the dashed line. Then  =    in
1(Y ). Note that 
2 =       =     , thus 2 = 2 =  1  2  and this element
commutes with . The fundamental group can be also presented as
(3.2.2) 1(Y ) = h;  j 2 = 2i,
according to the third picture above.
On the other hand, the fundamental group of the boundary is
(3.2.3) 1(@Y ) = H1(@Y;Z) = Zhmi  Zhci.
The @Y ' S1  S1 ,! Y embedding (which is homotically the same as the orientation
covering S1S1 ! K) induces a monomorphism 1(@Y )! 1(Y ). It is determined by the
images of the generators, which are
(3.2.4) m 7!  and c 7! 2 = 2.
A direct computation shows that [1(Y ); 1(Y )] = Zh2i and
H1(Y;Z) = Zhi  Z2hi.
Note that m = m0 in H1(@Y;Z), and analysing fs = 0g  Y one obtains that m =  m0 in
H1(Y;Z). Hence the class of m in H1(Y;Z) has order 2, it is exactly .
The next Lemma shows that the classes m and c in H1(@Y;Z) have certain universal
properties with respect to the inclusion @Y  Y .
Lemma 3.2.5. (a) m are the unique primitive elements of H1(@Y;Z) with the property
that their doubles vanish in H1(Y;Z).
(b) c are the unique primitive elements of H1(@Y;Z) = 1(@Y ) whose images in 1(Y )
are in the center of 1(Y ).
Proof. (a) is clear. For (b) rst note that any element of 1(Y ) can be written in the from
kl for some k; l 2 Z, and then using this one veries that the center of 1(Y ) is h2i. 
3.3. Homological properties of Y . The closed Seifert 3{manifold Y considered in 3.1(4)
is constructed as follows. First we consider a new disc D2new and the trivial bration
D2new  S1. Then we past m with the boundary of D2new and we extend the canonical
Seifert{bration of Y above this disc (as base space) of the trivial bration D2newS1. This
leads to the Seifert bred closed manifold
(3.3.1) Y =
Y [ (D2new  S1)
@Y  @D2new  S1; m  @Dnew  ; c    S1
.
H1( Y ;Z) can be determined by the Mayer-Wietoris sequence of the decomposition (3.3.1):
H1(@Y;Z) ! H1(Y; Z)H1(D2new  S1;Z) ! H1( Y ;Z) ! 0
k k k
Zhmi  Zhci ! Zhi  Z2hi  Zhc0i ! H1( Y ;Z) ! 0
where m 7!  and c 7! 2+ c0. Thus
(3.3.2) H1( Y ;Z) = Zhi:
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3.4. A plumbing graphs of Y and Y . By [24], Y has a plumbing graph G of the form
s ss

HHH
e
 2
 2
(see also the discussion from 3.1(4)) and the Euler number e should be chosen such that
H1(M
3(G);Z) = Z (cf. (3.3.2)). Here M3(G) denotes the plumbed 3{manifold associated
with the graph G, it is the boundary of M4(G), the plumbed 4{manifold associated with G.
This (via the long cohomological exact sequence of the pair (M4(G);M3(G))) imposes the
degeneracy of the intersection matrix of the plumbing (cf. e.g. [22, 15.1.3]). Hence e =  1.
In particular, Y (without its Seifert bration structure) is dieomorphic to S1  S2 (which
also shows that Y admits an orientation reversing dieomorphism).
Furthermore, consider the graph
s ss

HHH
 1  2
 2
The arrow denotes a knot K ' S1  Y , which is a generic S1{ber associated with
the middle vertex by the plumbing construction of Y . Let N(K) be an open tubular
neighborhood of K in Y . Then Y ' Y n N(K), and the induced (singular/Seifert) S1{
bration associated with the middle vertex (by the plumbing construction) on Y agrees with
the canonical Seifert bration of Y . The Euler number  1 of the middle vertex determines
a parametrization (framing) of @Y ' S1  S1.
We can present 1(Y ) also from the plumbing graph using the description of [19]. Let ,
 and c be oriented S1{bers associated with the three vertices provided by the plumbing
construction (and extended by convenient connecting pathes to a base point as in [19]).
Next, let m be the meridian of K corresponding to the arrowhead (and extended by a
convenient path to the base point).
s ss

HHH
 1  2
 2c


m
Then, by [19], there is a choice of the connecting pathes such that 1(Y ) is generated by
; ; c andm, and they satises the relations 2 = 2 = c, and c = m. This is compatible
with the description from subsection 3.2, cf. (3.2.1) and (3.2.4).
Note that by plumbing calculus (cf. [23]) one has the equivalence of plumbed manifolds
(where e  is any graph):
e  s ss

HHH
 1  2
 2
e  s ss

HHH
1 2
2
'
Hence, Y or  Y spliced along K to any 3{manifold eventuate dieomorphic manifolds.
4. The boundary of the Milnor fibre
4.1. Let F = f 1() \ B6 be the Milnor bre of f , where  2 C, jj  . We wish to
construct the 3{manifold @F = f 1() \ S5 as a surgery of S3 along the link L.
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Let Ni be a suciently small tubular neighborhood of Li in S
3. For each j = fi; (i)g
we dene Xj as
(4.1.1) Xj =

S1  S1  I if i 6= (i)
Y if i = (i);
where Y is the 3{manifold described in Section 3. Recall that @Y ' S1  S1.
Proposition 4.1.2. One has an orientation preserving dieomorphism
(4.1.3) @F '
 
S3 n
l[
i=1
int(Ni)
!
[
0@[
j2J
Xj
1A ,
where  : @(S3 n [i int(Ni))!  @([j2JXj) is a collection (j)j2J of dieomorphisms
fi;(i)g :
  @Ni [  @N(i) !  @(S1  S1  I) if i 6= (i)
 @Ni !  @Y if i = (i):
Proof. The decomposition follows from the general decomposition proved in [25], see also
[22, 2.3]. For the convenience of the reader we sketch the construction. Recall that j  S5
is the link of the component j of , j = fi; (i)g 2 J . Consider a suciently small
tubular neighborhood N(j) of it in S
5
 . We can assume that 
 1(N(j)) = Ni [ N(i).
Furthermore, for  small, the intersection of @N(j) with K := X \ S5 is transversal.
Therefore, for 0 < jj  , the intersection of @N(j) with @F is still transversal in S5 ,
and, in fact, K n [jN(j) is dieomorphic with @F n [jN(j). But, the former space can
be identied via  by S3n[i(Ni[N(i)). This is the space in the rst parenthesis of (4.1.3).
The second one is a union of spaces of type Xj := @F \N(j), which bers over j ' S1.
The ber of the bration is the Milnor ber of the corresponding transversal plane curve
singularity (of j). Since the transversal type is A1, this ber is Fj := S
1  I. The
monodromy of the bration is the so called geometric vertical monodromy of the transversal
type, it is orientation preserving self-dieomorphism of S1  I. If it does not permute the
two components of @Fj then it preserves the orientation of I, hence of S
1 too, hence up
to isotopy it is the identity. If it permutes the components of @Fj then up to isotopy it is
(; t)! (; t), where (; t) 2 S1  I. The two types of vertical monodromies provide the
two choices of Xj in formula (4.1.1), cf. description (1) of Y in subsection 3.1. 
4.2. Preliminary discussion regarding the gluing. Our next aim is to describe the
gluing functions j . In both cases two tori must be glued: if i 6= (i) then basically one
should identify @Ni and  @N(i), otherwise @Y and @Ni. Up to dieotopy an orientation
reversing dieomorphism between tori is given by an invertible 2  2 matrix over Z with
determinant  1. It turns out that in our cases all these gluing matrices have the form
(4.2.1)
  1 nj
0 1

hence its only relevant entry is the o{diagonal one.
This integer will be determined by a newly introduced invariant, the vertical index, asso-
ciated with each j 2 J . This is done using a special germ H : (C3; 0) ! (C; 0), which will
have a double role. First, it provides some kind of framing along  n f0g, and also helps to
identify generators from the boundaries of K n[jN(j) and S3 n[i(Ni[N(i)) respectively
(constructed in two dierent levels: in the target and in the source of ).
We will use three parametrizations of @Ni  S1S1 with the same meridian but dierent
longitudes. The topological longitude is the usual knot{theoretical Seifert{framing of Li 
S3. The resolution longitude is determined via a good embedded resolution of (D; 0) 
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(C2; 0), it creates the bridge with the decorations and the combinatorics of the resolution
graph. Finally, the sectional longitude depends on H and it will be used for describing the
gluing. In fact, the sectional longitude allows us to compare the source and the target of :
being dened by the geometry of H, the function H and its pull-back H plays the role
of transportation of the invariants from C3 level to C2 level.
4.3. The local form of f along . In the sequel we will use the notation  =  n f0g
and j = jnf0g. Recall that in a small neighborhood (in C3) of any point p 2  the space
(X; 0) has two local components, both smooth and intersecting each other transversally.
A more precise local description along  is the following. Let us x a point p0 2 j
and let U0 be a small neighborhood of p0 in C3. In U0 the function f is a product f1  f2,
where both fn are holomorphic, ffn = 0g are smooth and intersect each other transversally.
(The intersection is  \ U0; later the fact that at p0 the local parametrization of  \ U0
together with f1 and f2 might serve as local coordinates will be exploited further.)
f1 and f2 are well{dened up to a multiplication by an invertible holomorphic function 
of U0; that is, (f1; f2) can be replaced by (f1; 
 1f2). At any point p 2 j \ U0 the linear
term of fn, n 2 f1; 2g, (say, in the Taylor expansion) is T1(fn) =
P3
k=1 unk(p)(xk   pk),
where (x1; x2; x3) are the xed coordinates of (C3; 0). Let us code this in the non{zero
vectors un(p) := (un1(p); un2(p); un3(p)). Hence, at any p 2 j \ U0 we have two vectors
u1(p) and u2(p) well{dened up to multiplication by jj\U0 (in the sense described above).
Their classes [un(p)] 2 CP2 for p 2 j \ U0 are independent of the {ambiguity, hence
are well{dened elements. In particular, they determine a global pair of elements [u1(p)]
and [u2(p)] 2 CP2 for p 2 j , well{dened whenever i 6= (i), and well{dened up to
permutation whenever i = (i).
In fact, we can do even more: there exists a splitting of f into product f1  f2 along
j without any invertible element ambiguity (but preserving the permutation ambiguity
whenever i = (i)).
Indeed, assume that we are in the trivial covering (i 6= (i)) case, and let us cover j
by small discs fUg such that on each U we can x a splitting f(p) = f1;(p)  f2;(p),
p 2 U. For any intersection U = U \U the two splittings can be compared: we dene
 2 O(U) by f1;jU =   f1;jU . From this denition follows that fg; form
a Cech 1{cocycle.
Lemma 4.3.1. H1(j ;Oj ) = 0.
Proof. From the exponential exact sequence 0 ! Z ! O ! O ! 0 over j , we get that
it is enough to prove the vanishing H1(j ;Oj ) = 0, a fact which follows from Cartan's
Theorem, since j is Stein. 
Since H1(j ;Oj ) = 0, the cocycle fg; is a coboundary. This means that we can
nd invertible functions  on each U such that on U one has jU =   jU . This
means that the local functions ef1; := f1;   1 , ef2; := f2;   on U provide a splitting
(that is, f(p) = ef1;(p)  ef2;(p), p 2 U), but in this new situation the local splittings glue
globally: ef1;jU = ef1;jU . If i = (i) then we repeat the proof on Di.
4.4. The special germ H. Next, we treat the `aid'{germ H.
Denition 4.4.1. Let us x ; f;  as above. A germ H : (C3; 0) ! (C; 0) is called
transversal section along  if   H 1(0), H 1(0) at any point of  is smooth and
intersects both local components of (X; 0) transversally.
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We claim that transversal sections always exist.
Proposition 4.4.2. There exist complex numbers a1; a2; a3 such that H = a1@x1f+a2@x2f+
a3@x3f is a transversal section.
Proof. For such H one has T1(H) =
P3
k=1 aku1k T1(f2)+
P3
k=1 aku2k T1(f1). In particular,
we have to show that for certain coecients fakgk the expressions n(p) =
P3
k=1 akunk(p)
(for n 2 f1; 2g) have no zeros for p 2 .
If  : XN ! X is the Nash transform of X, then  1(0) is the set of limits of tangent
spaces of X n f0g, it is an algebraic set of CP2 of dimension  1 (for details see e.g. [6] and
references therein). The existence of Nash transform guarantees that [`n] = limp!0[un(p)] 2
CP2 exist. Indeed, the set f[l1]; [l2]g is the intersection of  1(0) with the strict transform
of j . Then let [a1 : a2 : a3] be generic such that
P
k ak`nk 6= 0 for n 2 f1; 2g. With this
choice
P3
k=1 akunk(p) 6= 0 for p 6= 0 and in a small representative of j . 
Fix again j = fi; (i)g 2 J , and let p : (C; 0) ! (j ; 0)  (C3; 0),  7! p(), be
a parametrization (normalization) of j . For any point p0 = p(0) and neighborhood
j\U0 3 p() the discussion from the second paragraph of 4.3 can be repeated, in particular
we have the holomorphic vectors un(p()) (n 2 f1; 2g) (with the choice ambiguities described
there). Additionally, choose some H as in Denition 4.4.1. The assumption regarding H
guarantees that T1(H)(p()) = 1()T1(f1)(p())+2()T1(f2)(p()) for some holomorphic
functions 1 and 2 on p
 1(j \ U0). If we replace (u1; u2) by (u1;  1u2) then (1; 2)
will be replaced by ( 11; 2), hence the product 12 is independent of all the  and
permutation ambiguities. It is a holomorphic function on p 1(j \ U0) depending only on
the equations f and H. This uniqueness also guarantees that taking dierent points of j
and repeating the construction, the output glues to a unique holomorphic function bj()
on a small punctures disc of (C; 0). Usually bj() has no analytic extension to the origin,
however one has the following.
Lemma 4.4.3. bj() is a Laurent series on (C; 0).
Proof. The niteness of the pole follows e.g. from the homological identities from Theorem
4.5.4, or from Corollary 4.7.7 combined with (4.7.6). 
We wish to emphasize that bj() and its pole order usually depends on the choice of H.
Denition 4.4.4. Let a vj (for some a 2 C) be the non{zero monomial with smallest
power of  in the Laurent series of bj(). The integer vj is called the vertical index of f
along j with respect to H (or, the H{vertical index).
4.5. Computation of the gluing functions j. We x a transversal section H (cf.
4.4.1). Then the divisor (H) is H   = d  d] for some (not necessarily reduced) germ
d] : (C2; 0)! (C; 0) (such that d and d] have no common components). Let (D]; 0) be the
(non{reduced) divisor associated with d], and N(L]) be a small tubular neighborhood of
the reduced link L] := red(D]) \S3 in S3.
Let the Milnor bre of (H) (in S3) be
F(H) = f(s; t) 2 @B = S3 j H((s; t)) > 0g:
Let i and ] denote the components of the oriented intersection F(H)\ @Ni and F(H)\
@N(L]) with the tubular neighborhood boundaries of Li and L] respectively. (] might have
several components, in this notation we collect all of them.)
Furthermore, let Mi  @Ni be an oriented meridian of @Ni such that lk(Mi; Li) = 1 and
x also (the oriented Seifert framing of Di) L
0
i  @Ni with lk(L0i; Li) = 0. (Here the linking
numbers are considered in oriented 3{sphere S3.)
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Denition 4.5.1. We call L0i the topological longitude of the torus @Ni, while i the
sectional longitude of @Ni associated with the transversal section H.
Clearly we have the following facts (where [] denotes the corresponding homology class)
(a) H1(Ni;Z) = Zh[i]i = Zh[L0i]i;
(b) H1(@Ni;Z) = Zh[i]i  Zh[Mi]i = Zh[L0i]i  Zh[Mi]i:
(4.5.2)
We want to express [i] in terms of [Mi] and [L
0
i].
Lemma 4.5.3. Dene i =  k 6=iDk Di D] Di, where C1 C2 denotes the intersection
multiplicity of (C1; 0) and (C2; 0) at 0 2 C2. Then [i] = [L0i] + i  [Mi] in H1(@Ni;Z).
Proof. First note that [i] = [L
0
i] + lk(i; Li)  [Mi]. Write F 0(H) := F(H) n (int([iNi [
N(L]))). Then 0 = lk(@F
0
(H); Li) =
P
k lk(k; Li) + lk(]; Li) = lk(i; Li) +
P
k 6=iDk 
Di +D] Di = lk(i; Li)  i. 
Theorem 4.5.4. For any j = fi; (i)g 2 J , the gluing functions j from Proposition 4.1.2
is characterized up to homotopy by the following identities
Case 1: i 6= (i). Identify the homology groups H1(S1  S1  f1g;Z), H1(S1  S1 
f 1g;Z) and H1(S1  S1;Z) via the natural homotopies
S1  S1  f 1g h S1  S1  [ 1; 1] h S1  S1  f1g:
Then in this homology group one has
j([Mi]) =  j([M(i)]) and
j([i]) = j([(i)] + vj  j[M(i)]):
Case 2: i = (i).
j([Mi]) =  m and
j([i]) = c+ vj m;
where m and c are the two generators of H1(@Y;Z), see 3.2 (especially (3.2.3) and (3.2.4)).
Proof. Recall that  7! p() is the normalization of j . At any point p(0) of j one can
consider  as a local complex coordinate, which can be completed with two other local
complex coordinates (x; y) (local coordinates in a transversal slice of j at p(0)) such that
(; x; y) form a local coordinate system of (C3; p()), and locally f(x; y) = xy. These two
local coordinates correspond to a splitting f = f1 f2 of f . According to the discussion from
4.3, the splitting of f can be done globally along the whole j , hence these coordinated
(x; y) (corresponding to the components f1 and f2) can also be chosen globally along 

j
(with the permutation ambiguity whenever i = (i), a fact which will be handled below).
Furthermore, in these coordinates, T1H = 1()x + 2()y. Since 1() have no zeros
and poles in the small representative of j , (; 1x; 
 1
1 y) are also local coordinates, and in
these coordinates the equations transform into f(x; y) = xy and T1H(x; y) = x+ bj()y.
If we concentrate on the points of j = j \ S5 , and its neighbourhood in S5 , then
similarly as above, we have the real coordinate  2 j , and the two complex (transversal)
local coordinates (x; y), with equations f(x; y) = xy and T1H(x; y) = x+ bj()y as before.
Case 1. The above local description globalises as follows (compare also with the rst
part of the proof of Proposition 4.1.2). The space @F \N(j) has a product decomposition
j  Fj = S1  S1  I, where j = S1 is the parameter space of  , and Fj is the local
Milnor ber Fj = fxy = g \B4" , 0 <   " , dieomorphic to S1  I. In other words,
@F \N(j) is the space f(; x; y) 2 S1  B4" : xy = g, 0 <   "   (here we will use
the same  notation for the parameter of S1). Note that for   ", the boundary of Fj is
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`very closed' to the two circles fjxj = "; y = 0g and fx = 0; jyj = "g of @B4" . Using isotopy
in the neighborhoods of these two circles, @Fj can be identied with these two circles
(similarly as we identify via Ehresmann's bration theorem the boundary of the Milnor
ber of an isolated singularity with the link), and in order to simplify the presentation,
we will make this identication. Hence, the boundary components of @F \ N(j) can
be identifyed (by isotopy in @N(j)) with @i := f(; x; y) :  2 S1; jxj = "; y = 0g and
@(i) := f(; x; y) :  2 S1; x = 0; jyj = "g. (The choice of indices i and (i) is arbitrary and
symmetric.) These two tori are identied homologically since they are boundary components
of S1Fj . In @i we have the meridian ~Mi = f(; x; y) :  = 1; jxj = "; y = 0g, while in @(i)
we have the meridian ~M(i) = f(; x; y) :  = 1; x = 0; jyj = "g (both naturally oriented
as the complex unit circle). Since @(f = 1gFj) = ~Mi [  ~M(i), the rst wished identity
follows.
Now, we would like to study the intersection curve of @i and the Milnor-bre of H
associated with a positive argument, that is ~i := @i \ fH > 0g. This curve is homotopic
with @i \ fT1H = x+ bj()y > 0g and also with @i \ fx+  vjy > 0g in @i, cf. the denition
4.4.4. Similarly, ~(i) := @(i) \ fH > 0g is homotopic with @(i) \ fx+  vjy > 0g in @(i).
Thus ~i is homotopic with f(; x; y) :  2 S1; jxj = "; y = 0g \ fx +  vjy > 0g =
f(; x; y) :  2 S1; x = "; y = 0g and ~(i) with f(; x; y) :  2 S1; x = 0; y = " vjg.
Hence homologically ~(i) + vj ~M(i) is represented by the circle f(; x; y) :  2 S1; x =
0; y = "g, which is homologous in S1  Fj with ~i. This is the second identity. Obviously,
these identities can be transferred from the boundary @i [ @(i) of S1  Fj into similar
identities in @Ni [ @N(i), via the diagramm, where all the maps are orientation preserving
dieomorphisms (cf. the proof of 4.1.2):
(4.5.5)
 : S3 n [iNi ! K n [jN(j)
@Ni t @N(i) ! @i t @(i)
i;(i) ! ~i; ~(i)
Mi;M(i) ! ~Mi; ~M(i):
Case 2. We use similar notations and conventions as in Case 1. Let us parametrize j
as  = e2is, s 2 [0; ]. Then @F \ N(j) is ([0; ]  Fj)= , where by  we identify
(0; x; y)  (; y; x) for all (x; y) 2 Fj . Let us parametrize Fj as x =
p
reit and y =p
r 1e it, where t 2 [ ; ] and r 2 [r0; r1] such that r0r1 = 1 and (r20+r21) = "2. Denote
z = logr1 r. Then we can parametrize @F \ N(j) by (s; t; z), thus @F \ N(j) is just
([0; ] [ ; ] [ 1; 1])= , where by  we identify (0; t; z)  (; t; z) and (s; ; z) 
(s; ; z). We regard this as parametrization of @F \N(j) by Y , cf. 3.2.
Set
~Mj1 = f( = 1; x =
p
r1e
it; y =
p
r0e
 it)g and
~Mj2 = f( = 1; x =
p
r0e
 it; y =
p
r1e
it)g:
The are the two oriented meridians of @F \N(j), parametrized by t 2 [ ; ]. In terms
of (s; t; z) they are
~Mj1 = f(s = 0; t; z = 1)g = f(s = ; t; z =  1)g  @Y and
~Mj2 = f(s = 0;  t; z =  1)g = f(s = ; t; z = 1)g  @Y ,
thus with the notations of 3.2, ~Mj1 =  m0 and ~Mj2 =  m.
Similarly as in Case 1, by an isotopy in @N(j) the boundary @j of @F \N(j) can be
identifyed with @j1 [ @j2, where
@j1 := f(s; x; y) : s 2 [0; ]; jxj = "; y = 0g and
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@j2 := f(s; x; y) : s 2 [0; ]; x = 0; jyj = "g.
The two parts of @j are glued together along the image of the oriented meridians
~Mj1 = f(s = 0; x = "eit; y = 0)g = f(s = ; x = 0; y = "eit)g and
~Mj2 = f(s = 0; x = 0; y = "eit)g = f(s = ; x = "eit; y = 0)g.
(See also the description in 3.2.) Since the oriented boundary of @(f = 1gFj) is ~Mj1t ~Mj2,
~Mj1 is homologous with   ~Mj2 in Fj  Y . On the other hand ~Mj1 is homologous with ~Mj2
in @Y  Y , thus [ ~Mj1] = [ ~Mj2] is an order{2 element in H1(Y;Z).
Consider the closed curve C obtained as union of C1 and C2, where
C1 = f(s; x = "; y = 0) : s 2 [0; ]g = f(s; t = 0; z = 1) : s 2 [0; ]g, and
C2 = f(s; x = 0; y = ") : s 2 [0; ]g = f(s; t = 0; z =  1) : s 2 [0; ]g.
Note that C1 connects the points A1 = (s = 0; x = "; y = 0) = (s = 0; t = 0; z = 1)
with B1 = (s = ; x = "; y = 0) = (s = ; t = 0; z = 1), while C2 connects the points
A2 = (s = 0; x = 0; y = ") = (s = 0; t = 0; z =  1) with B2 = (s = ; x = 0; y = ") =
(s = ; t = 0; z =  1). Since A1  B2 and A2  B1, they form a closed curve. Note that
[C] = [c] in H1(@Y;Z), see 3.2.
Similarly as in Case 1, the function H can be replaced by x +  vjy, hence its level set
associated with a positive value determines the curve ~j = fx+ vjy > 0g\@j . This consists
of two parts, ~j1 and ~j2, where
~j1 = f(s; x = "; y = 0) : s 2 [0; ]g = f(s; t = 0; z = 1) : s 2 [0; ]g  @j1;
while ~j2 = f(s; x = 0; y = "e 2isvj ) : s 2 [0; ]g equals
f(s; t = 2vjs (mod [ ; ]); z =  1) : s 2 [0; ]g  @j2:
~jn has the same end{points as Cn, hence ~j1 and ~j2 form together a closed curve, as we
expect. Furthermore, ~j + vj ~Mj2 is homologous in @Y with C.
The source and the target are connected by the restriction of , which gives the orienta-
tion preserving dieomorphisms:
(4.5.6)
 : S3 n [iNi ! K n [jN(j)
@Ni ! @j
i ! ~j
Mi ! ~Mj1 homologous with ~Mj2
Since C identies with c and ~Mj1 and ~Mj2 with  m, ~i = c+ vj m follows. 
4.6. The H{independent description of the gluing. The `vertical index'.
Recall that the sectional longitudes i and the corresponding H{vertical indexes vj de-
pend on the choice of H. The goal of this paragraph is to replace (Mi;i) by the H{
independent (Mi; L
0
i) and vj by an H{independent number.
Denition 4.6.1. For any j = fi; (i)g dene vij by
(4.6.2) vij :=

i + (i) + vj if i 6= (i)
i + vj if i = (i)
.
We call vij the vertical index of j .
The next statement follows from 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 (see also 4.2).
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Corollary 4.6.3. For i 6= (i)
j([Mi]) =  j([M(i)]) and
j([L0i]) = j([L
0
i ]) + vij  [M(i)],
and for i = (i)
j([Mi]) =  m and
j([L0i]) = c+ vij m
hold in the sense described in 4.5.4.
Corollary 4.6.4. The integer vij does not depend on the choice of H, thus it is an invariant
of f and j.
4.7. The plumbing graph of @F . We construct a plumbing graph for @F by modifying
a good embedded resolution graph of (D; 0)  (C2; 0). (For notations see subsection 2.3.)
The gluing of the plumbing construction uses dierent set of longitudes (cf. [23]). First
we dene them and then we rewrite the above established identities regarding j in this
language.
We choose small tubular neighborhoods N(Ev) of Ev  fC2 such that
 1(S3) ' @
 [
v2V
N(Ev)

(dieomorphic with S3 via )
after smoothing the corners of
S
v2V N(Ev)). The tubular neighborhood N(Ev) of Ev  fC2
is a D2 (real 2{disk) bundle over Ev with Euler number ev. We can choose this bundle
structure in such a way that ~Di is one of the bres of N(Ev(i)) for each i = 1; : : : ; l.
We choose another generic bre Fi ' D2 of the bundle N(Ev(i)) near ~Di, and we set
Li = (@Fi)  S3. By the choice of the bundle structure of N(Ev(i)) and by the choice of
the bre Fi we can assume that Li  @Ni.
Denition 4.7.1. Li  @Ni  S3 is called the resolution longitude of Li  S3 associated
with the resolution .
We x a resolution longitude Li for each Li. Clearly,
(4.7.2) H1(Ni;Z) = Zh[Li ]i and H1(@Ni;Z) = Zh[Li ]i  Zh[Mi]i:
The following facts are well{known (cf. [2]).
Proposition 4.7.3. (a) lk(Li ; Li) = mi(v(i)).
(b) [Li ] = [L
0
i] +mi(v(i))  [Mi] holds in H1(@Ni;Z).
Corollary 4.7.4. [Li ] = [i] + (mi(v(i))  i)  [Mi] holds in H1(@Ni;Z).
Denition 4.7.5. For any j = fi; (i)g dene j by:
(4.7.6) j =
  mi(v(i)) + i  m(i)(v((i))) + (i) + vj if i 6= (i)
i  mi(v(i)) + vj if i = (i):
Then Theorem 4.5.4 and Corollary 4.7.4 give the following.
Corollary 4.7.7. Case 1: For i 6= (i) in H1(S1  S1;Z) the following identities hold:
j([Mi]) =  j([M(i)]) and j([Li ]) = j([L(i)] + j  [M(i)]):
Case 2: For i = (i) in H1(@Y;Z) the following identities hold:
j([Mi]) =  m and j([Li ]) = c+ j m:
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4.8. The construction of the plumbing graph. From the embedded resolution graph
  of (D; 0)  (C2; 0) associated with the resolution  we construct a plumbing graph b .
Recall that   has l arrowhead vertices representing the strict transforms of fDigli=1, and
the i-th arrowhead is supported (via a unique edge) by the vertex v(i) 2 V . We obtain the
plumbing graph b  from   as follows.
(1) Fix j = fi; (i)g and assume that i 6= (i). Then we identify the two arrowheads and
we replace it by a single new vertex of b . We dene the Euler number of the new vertex
by j . Both two edges (which in   supported the arrowheads) will survive as edges of this
new vertex (connecting it with v(i) and v((i)) respectively), however one of them will have
a negative sign, the other one a positive sign. By plumbing calculus, cf. [23, Prop. 2.1.
R0(a)], the choice of the edge which has negative sign { denoted by 	 { is irrelevant. (The
edges without any decorations, by convention, are edges with positive sign.)
(2) Fix j = fi; (i)g such that i = (i). Then the arrowhead associated with i = (i) will
be replaced by a new vertex and it will be decorated by Euler number j . Furthermore, to
this new vertex we attach the plumbing graph of Y (cf. 3.4) as indicated below. The edge
connecting the new vertex and the graph of Y will have a negative sign 	.
(3) We do all these modication for all j 2 J , otherwise we keep the shape and decorations
of  .
More precisely, if the schematic picture of   is the following,
-
ev(i0)s
...
( ~Di0)
  -
ev((i))s ( ~D(i))
-
ev(i)s ( ~Di)
(j0 = fi0; (i0)g; i0 = (i0))
(j = fi; (i)g; i 6= (i))
then the schematic picture of b  is
ev(i0)s s s ss

HHH 1  2
 2
j0
	
...

ev((i))s sjXXXX
ev(i)s
b  : 	
In fact, by plumbing calculus (cf. [23, Prop. 2.1. R0(a)]), whenever i = (i) the edge
sign from the newly created `branch' (subtree) can be omitted, however at this point we put
it since this is the graph provided by the proof (which reects properly the corresponding
base changes).
Note also that usually the graph b  (that is, the associated intersection form) is not
negative denite (or, it is not even equivalent via plumbing calculus by a negative denite
graph).
Above (when i 6= (i)) the coincidence v(i) = v((i)) might happen, in fact, in all the
cases we analyzed this coincidence (on minimal graph) does happen.
Theorem 4.8.1. The plumbing 3-manifold associated with the plumbing graph b  is orien-
tation preserving dieomorphic with @F .
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Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.7.7 and the relationships between this base{change
and the plumbing construction as it is described in [23], pages 318{319. In the case i = (i)
the plumbing graph of Y from 3.4 should be also used. Note that in both cases Corollary
4.7.7 provides a base change matrix from the left hand side of (4.8.2), this decomposes as a
product as in the right hand side.
(4.8.2)
 1 j
0 1

=

0 1
1 0
  1 0
 j 1

0  1
 1 0

:
This, according to [23, pages 318{320] is interpreted as a `gluing' by a string (with length
one), this is the new vertex (for each j) given by the constriction of b . 
5. The vertical index for 1;0 type germs
5.1. 1;0 type germs. Assume that (s; t) = (s; t2; td(s; t)), where d(s; t) = g(s; t2) for
some germ g, such that d(s; t) is not divisible by t. In this case the equation of the image
is f = yg2(x; y)   z2 = 0. These germs (more precisely, their A-equivalence classes) are
labeled by the Boardman symbol 1;0, and they are exactly the corank{1 map germs with
no triple points in their stabilization, see [14, 9] for details.
The set of double points is D = f(s; t) 2 C2 j d(s; t) = 0g. It is equipped with the
involution  : D ! D, (s; t) = (s; t). The set of double values is
(f) = f(x; y; z) 2 C3 j z = 0 and g(x; y) = 0g.
There are several options for the choice of the transversal section. E.g., Proposition
4.4.2 works with a1 = a2 = a3 = 1. Furthermore, one can also take H2(x; y; z) = z or
H3(x; y; z) = g(x; y).
If we take H(x; y; z) = z then the H{vertical indexes vj are zero. This fact follows
directly from the product decomposition of f . (However, for dierent other choices it can
be nonzero as well.)
Proposition 5.1.1. For 1;0{type germs jvij =  i6=kDi Dk C(), where C() is the
number of crosscaps of a stabilization of , cf. [21, 16].
Proof. With the choice of H = z, (H) = td(s; t) and vj = 0. If i 6= (i), then
vij =  k 62fi;(i)g(Di +D(i)) Dk   (Di +D(i))  ft = 0g;
while for i = (i) (see 4.6) one has
vij =  k 6=iDi Dk  Di  ft = 0g:
Taking the sum for all j we get the identity, once we verify
li=1Di  ft = 0g = D  ft = 0g = dimC
O(C2;0)
ht; d(s; t)i .
Here, the last identity follows from the algebraic denition of C(), as the codimension
of the Jacobian ideal of  (cf. [16, 21, 10]). In our case this ideal is genereted by t and
d(s; t). 
6. Examples
In the next paragraphs we provide some concrete examples. The families are taken from
D. Mond's list of simple germs [16, Table 1]. In the sequel we provide the resolution graph
of D and the plumbing graph of @F . The computations are left to the reader.
The last two examples are more special than the previous ones: they are not of type 1;0.
In the rst family (Hk from the list [16, Table 1]) the calculation has some nontrivial steps,
hence we provide more details. The last example in 6.8 is a corank 2 map germ from [8].
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6.1. Whitney umbrella, or cross{cap. (s; t) = (s; t2; ts) and f(x; y; z) = x2y z2 = 0.
The graph of D is on the left, while our algorithm provides the graph from the right for @F
s - 1 ss s ss

HHH
 1 1  2 2
 2
which after plumbing calculus transforms into s 4 (Compare also with Example 10.4.2
from [22].)
6.2. S1. Set (s; t) = (s; t
2; t3 + s2t), hence f(x; y; z) = y(y + x2)2   z2. The graph of D
is the rst diagram, while the other two equivalent graphs represent @F
s*HHHj
 1
v
s s 1  6
	
or s 4	
6.3. The family Sk 1, k  2. One has (s; t) = (s; t2; t3 + skt) and f(x; y; z) = y(y +
xk)2   z2 = 0.
Case 1 : k = 2n.
ssss *HHHj
 1 2 2 2
: : :D :
sss ss  1 2 2 2  3k
	
: : :@F :
Here the number of ( 2)-vertices is n  1.
Case 2 : k = 2n+ 1.
sD : sss
s
s - 1 3 2 2 2 : : :
 2
@F : ssss
s
s  1 3 2 2 2 : : :
 2
ss ss

HHH
 1  2 3k
 2
where the number of ( 2)-vertices on the left is n  1.
6.4. The family Bk (k  1). (s; t) = (s; t2; s2t+ t2k+1) and f = y(x2 + yk)2   z2 = 0.
The graph of D is
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D: ssss *HHHj
 1 2 2 2
: : :
where the number of ( 2)-vertices is k   1.
Note that the double point curve D does not depend on the parity of k, however  has
one component, when k is odd, and one component, when k is even. Thus the pairing 
changes the components of D in the odd case, and  is the identity in the even case.
Case 1 : k = 2n+ 1.
@F : sss s&%
'$s  1 2 2 2  4k   2
	
: : :
where the number of ( 2)-vertices is k   1.
Case 2 : k = 2n.
@F : ssss
s
s
 1 2 2 2
: : :
s
s


HHH


HHH
s
s
s
s
 2k   1
 2k   1
 1
 1
 2
 2
 2
 2
where the number of ( 2)-vertexes on the left is again k   1.
6.5. The family Ck (k  1). (s; t) = (s; t2; st3 + skt) and f = y(xy + xk)2   z2 = 0.
Case 1 : k = 2n+ 1.
D : ssss * HHHj
 1 2 2 2
: : :
@F : sss s&%
'$s  1 2 2 2  3k + 1
	
: : :sHHH 
s
s s
 2
 2
 4 1
where the number of ( 2)-vertices in the middle is n  1.
Case 2 : k = 2n.
D : ssss
s
s - 1 3 2 2 2 : : :
 2

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and the graph of @F is
ssss
s
s  1 3 2 2 2 : : :
 2
ss ss

HHH
 1  2 3k + 1
 2
sHHH 
s
s s
 2
 2
 4 1
where the number of ( 2)-vertices in the middle is n  2.
6.6. F4. (s; t) = (s; t
2; s3t+ t5) and f = y(x3 + y2)2   z2 = 0.
s ss
s
-
 2  1 2
 4
s s s s sss s


HHH
 2  1 2  15  1  2
 2
 4
6.7. The family Hk, k  1. In this case (s; t) = (s; st + t3k 1; t3) and the equation of
the image can be calculated as the 0th tting ideal of (O(C2;0)). One obtains f(x; y; z) =
z3k 1   y3 + x3z + 3xyzk = 0.
When k > 1, the local form of T 2f along p() = (3k 2; 3k 1; 3) 2  is
3k 1
12k2   12k + 4
  (3k 3) (3k 1)p3ix0+ 3k+(3k 2)p3iy0+(6k2 6k+2)3k 4z0
   (3k   3) + (3k   1)p3ix0 +  3k   (3k   2)p3iy0 + (6k2   6k + 2)3k 4z0,
where x0 = x 3k 2, y0 = y+3k 1, z0 = z 3. With the choice H(x; y; z) = @xf(x; y; z)+
@yf(x; y; z) + @zf(x; y; z, one has v = 3k   1.
For k = 1 one gets
T 2(f) =

z0 +
 3
2
+
p
3
2
i

y0 +
p
3i2x0
  z0 +  3
2
 
p
3
2
i

y0  
p
3i2x0

,
where x0 = x   , y0 = y + 2, z0 = z   3. In this case v = 0.
In all cases 1 + 2 + v =  3k   1.
D: ssss *HHHj
 1 2 2 2
: : :
@F : sss s&%
'$s  1 2 2 2  9k + 3
	
: : :
where the number of ( 2)-vertexes is 3k   3.
In the special case k = 1 the germs H1 and S1 analytic equivalent.
6.8. A corank 2 map germ. In this case (s; t) = (s2; t2; s3 + t3 + st) and f(x; y; z) =
x6   2x4y + x2y2   2x3y3   2xy4 + y6   8x2y2z   2x3z2   2xyz2   2y3z2 + z4 = 0.
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D: s -
 
 
 
 	
@
@
@
@R
?
 1
@F :
s s
s
s
s s
s
s
s
s s
s
s
s s
s
s
s
s
s
s
 
 
 
 
@
@
@
@
 
 
 
 
@
@
@
@
 
 
 
 
@
@
@
@
 1  5 5
 5  5
 5
 1  1
 1  1
 1
 2
 2
 2
 2
 2  2
 2
 2
 2
 2
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